
Electrified motorsport at the Nürburgring 
RCN Green Challenge 2023 

After the successful 2022 season, the RCN Green Challenge will again be announced for all GLP rounds in the

2023 season. The regulations created in cooperation with the ADAC and the DMSB, especially for purely electrically 

powered vehicles, have proven to be very successful. In addition, the great interest clearly shows that the new series is well 

received by the drivers. 

The GLP principle "Ingeniously simple - simply ingenious" also applies to the Green Challenge! The competition for e-

cars covers a distance of six laps on the traditional Nürburgring Nordschleife (one lap corresponds to 20.83 kilometers, total 

distance approx. 125 kilometers). 

Terms of reference of the Green Challenge 
- Introductory lap lap

- Seed time round

- 1st confirmation round

2nd confirmation round

- 3rd confirmation round

- Run-out round

The self-selected time of the setting time round must be repeated in each of the following three confirmation rounds without 

grace. For each 1/100 second deviation from the setting time, the team receives 0.1 penalty points. The winner is the team 

with the lowest number of penalty points. The e-vehicles must be road legal and the driver and co-driver need an approved 

helmet for the event. 

In the daily ranking the best placed 30 percent of the participants will receive trophies. Further prizes will be awarded during 

the GLP annual awards ceremony. 

The detailed announcement is published on www.rcn-glp.de. There, interested parties can register for the Green 
Challenge via the GLP homepage and secure a starting place.

Green Challenge dates 2023 
25.03. 1st run "Bergischer Schmied" (NLS variant) 

22.04. 2nd run "Preis der Schlossstadt Brühl" (NS) 

24.06. 3rd run "Venntrophy" (NS) 

29.07. 4th run "MIG 7" (NS) 

02.09. 

08.10. 

27.10. 

5. run "Rhein-Ruhr" (NS)

6. run "Erftquellenpreis" (NLS variant)

7. run "Klingentrophy" (GP course)
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